*Stanley Industries Quick$crew Application Guide
S & G QUICKSCREW®
QuickScrews® are designed for all wood products,
not just particle board. The extra sharp point and
deep threads provide superior holding power.
Used in Kitchen cabinets, wood office furniture,
store fixtures, entertainment centers, wood crates,
closet/garage storage units, and counter top mfg.

QUICKSCREW® W/#17 AUGER POINT
This QuickScrew® with Combination Phil/Square Drive
has unique features with both the 4 nibs under
the head to cut a clean recess, and the type 17 pt,
to prevent splitting in hard woods. Has an extra
sharp point for quick start.

QUICK CUTTER W/DOUBLE AUGER
Used in the hardest woods, with the patented double auger shank, eliminates pre-drilling of all holes.
Improves driving speed into hard woods, such as
hickory, maple and red oak without splitting the
wood. Heat treated and case hardened to
withstand great stress without bending or breaking.

SLIDE SCREWS
Drawer slide screws come in a variety of styles
to suite your preference of slide. Phil Truss #6 Hd
& Phil Rd Washer with deep threads, eliminates
spin-out, used in Ball Bearing slides, and Phil Flat
undercut (with #5 head) are designed to solve
drawer clicking problem in some European slides.

EUROSCREWS
Also called “5 by” in the industry, these Euroscrews come in a Pozi Flat head, and Phil Flat
Used in “Grass” type slides the 6.3 x 13mm will
fit better. For “All-Fit” slides use #9501. Comes
in M6.3 diameter, in following lengths – 10mm,
10.5, 11.5, 13, and 25mm.

CONNECTING SCREWS
Similar to Confirmat type screws, use these to
drill inside of wood cabinets to connect together.
Available in Pozi Flat with hole, Pozi Flat w/4 nibs
and hole, and our most popular Pozi Flat w/4nibs,
hole and sharp point that drives the wood and
countersinks easier.

FACE FRAME SCREWS W/#17 POINT
Special head design, #7 head with #2 square drive
to eliminate head snapping, a big problem with
face frame manufacturers. Comes in Fine thrd for
hardwoods, Coarse QuickScrew® thread for better
holding in MDF, particle board and in an all-purpose
Hi-Lo thread for hard, medium & soft woods.

DRAW BOLTS
Only one size used in the Countertop Industry,
1/4-20 x 3 1/2 Zinc, draws countertops together,
routes a groove in each side of countertop.

DRAW FRONT ADJUSTING SCREW

PREMIUM DECKING SCREWS

Designed for attaching drawer fronts to drawer
boxes while allowing for realignment to the front
after installation. This screw comes with a
large round washer head with partial threads for
easy adjusting. (Offered with #17 pt.)

QuickCutter with Double Auger shank for quicker
penetration, deep threads for greater holding power,
smooth shank for better draw down and tighter
seating, flat head with nibs for self counter-sinking
flush to surface. These deck screws are coated
with Nylan 1000, an ultraviolet and water resistant
coating. (After 1000 hr salt spray no signs of red rust)

INSTALLATION SCREWS

PHIL PAN QUICK SCREW W/#17 POINT

Designed for quickest, stress-free installation of
Kitchen, Bath, Closet and Garage cabinets. Comes
with Combo Round Washer head, with Double
Auger shank, goes into hard woods with quick
easy installation. Also available with White Enamel
painted heads.

Designed to prevent splitting in hardwoods when
catches, latches, hinges, and other hardware are
attached into or near the edge of material.
Excellent for hardware that requires a flat
bearing surface such as knife hinges, concealed
hinges and magnetic hinges.

HINGE SCREWS
A standard Flat head penetrates into wood, causing
it to split, our new #5 undercut flat head sits flush,
does not penetrate wood. Available with or without
the type 17 point, Phillips or Combination drive, in
Zinc, Antique or Bright Brass to suit your hinge
preference. Now also in Twinfast thread.

KNOB SCREWS
Designed for easy installation of Wooden Knobs
that do not include an insert. This screw is by
far, cheaper to use than the insert. Available
in all popular sizes, Phil/Slot Combo round
washer head SMS type B Zinc plated.
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